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HOW DOES LIGHTING PLAY A ROLE IN HOME AND
BATHROOM DESIGN?
Let's take a look at a functional storage option with the benefits
of illumination!
When it comes to
home design we
consider so many key

factors such as, paint
colours, tile, flooring,
counter-tops and
cabinetry, furniture,
and kitchen and
bathroom fixtures. We
also think about the
style of design
aesthetic we want for
our home such as;
modern,
contemporary,
minimalist, industrial,
md-century, modern
or traditional, etc.
Another key item of consideration in home design is lighting; not only to ensure
our home has proper illumination for practical functionality, but also to create
ambience in each room and accentuate the interior styling within our home.
SFGATE Magazine talks about the importance of lighting in interior design.
The simplicity and importance of lighting in interior design is discussed in this
NY Times article.
And when it comes to the bathroom, it becomes even more important when
considering the right lighting to provide the proper clear illumination in order to
meet our everyday practical needs while, still providing a beautiful design
option.

Why is the proper lighting in a bathroom such a key factor?
When we choose the lighting for our bathroom, we are looking for lighting to
serve two purposes. We want light to have varying characteristics or ambience
and we also want functional, task lighting.

SIDLER QUADRO MIRRORED CABINET-TRIPLE DOOR 59"

AMBIENCE AND ATOMSPHERE
In terms of creating a bathroom space with various nuances in ambience;
lighting not only accentuates the bathroom design elements but it also has
many characteristics such as exuding a calm, peaceful effect or a crisper, vivid
effect.
Our experience with and exposure to certain types of light is a very important
part of our everyday lives and plays a role in impacting our mood and our
biological clock, and it also influences our sleeping habits. For example, on a
bright, sunny day it is hard not to be in anything but in a good mood. And, when
the sun does not set until later in the evening during those long summer days;
you feel less sleepy and less inclined to go to bed earlier. Also, when your room
is too bright with light and there is not enough darkness; it is harder to drift into
sleep and get a good night’s sleep.
How is all of this relevant to a bathroom?!
The bathroom serves so many functions, and part of this function is influenced
by the many characteristics or the ambience set by the tone, the design and the
atmosphere created by factors such as lighting. For example, when you use
your bathroom, you want to have the right environment or ambience for a
relaxing ‘before bed’ bath or a bath just to unwind at any time of the day. And,
you want the right environment for your ‘straight out of the bed’ morning
shower. You also want the right environment for performing all of your daily

grooming functions such as shaving, applying make-up or doing an in-home
haircut or hair dye job which some of us have had resort to during the COVID
pandemic.

SIDLER SIDELIGHT MIRRORED CABINET

SIDLER LED COLLECTION MIRRORED CABINET

So, when you want your bath before bed you want the lighting to be softer,
warmer and to set the right mood to help you relax, relieve stress and just clear

your mind. And when you wake up, still feeling groggy and need to start your
day, you want the lighting to be a little brighter as a way to “wake up” the
senses, and perk yourself up. And when you want to perform your daily
grooming tasks, you want the light to be very bright and crisp so, you can see
the finer details.
Therefore, the right lighting characteristics in your bathroom is so key to create
these various ambiences within your bathroom environment.
ArchDaily.com discusses how to create mood lighting in the design of your
home:

PRACTICAL FUNCTIONALITY
As we know, bathrooms serve a practical and functional role in our daily living.
In terms of creating a bathroom space with flexible and varied practical usage;
the right lighting puts the “functionality” into bathroom design.
As already mentioned, our experience and exposure to certain types of light
creates a certain atmosphere of ambience which influences our mood and our
biological clock and also, impacts our sleeping habits. As previously discussed,
these different types of lighting play various functional roles where for example,
a less bright or a subdued light in your bathroom is more suited for a relaxing
bath before bed time or in the bedroom to help slumber into sleep.

SIDLER TALL AND QUADRO MIRRORED CABINET

We discussed how light can influence and set a certain tone or mood in home
and bathroom design. To further add to this concept of how certain lighting can
affect our mental state; light can also function as a therapeutic tool for various
mood or health disorders such as depression or season affective disorder.

LIGHT THERAPY LAMP DEVICE

Light therapy devices can be incorporated within the home as part of the design
serving a practical function in certain rooms of your home and especially, in the
bathroom. Just imagine you are laying in the bathtub with in dimly lit bathroom
combined with a light therapy device built into you bathroom. Now, this is the
ultimate therapeutic conditions in your bathroom to create a calming, soothing
and relaxing experience.
This is an interesting article about the use of and positive effects of light therapy
from the Mayo Clinic.

Light can also play other functional roles such as in a sterilization or ‘bacterial
fighting’ UV light technology specifically, in the bathroom space.

UV LIGHT CLEANING IN BATHROOM TOILET

Using UV light as a disinfectant can be safely done in your bathroom with a UVC light system that includes a reverse occupancy sensor to ensure the fixture
will not operate if a person enters a space during a disinfection cycle. A UV
lighting system incorporated with a disinfection cycle function plus, a motion
sensor is crucial for safe and effective cleaning, and sterilization.
This is an informative article about the use of UV sterilization in home design
from “The Insider” magazine.

Overall, lighting in a home and specifically in the bathroom space must meet
the practical functional needs of daily living activities. If you have the wrong
lighting in your bathroom for any number of your daily needs; this causes a
deficit in your bathroom functionality. For example, no one wants to walk out of
the house with dark peach streaks of make-up running across their face due to
poor and inefficient bathroom lighting.

WOMAN APPLYING MAKE-UP IN
FRONT OF MIRROR

Each functional need in a home and more specifically, in your bathroom
requires a particular lighting characteristic, which can be adjusted in vibrancy
and strength so you can have the appropriate lighting conditions in your home
according to the time of day.

What is a great lighting option for your bathroom?
Now that we discussed why lighting is a vital design feature in a bathroom, this

begs question of what is an efficient lighting option for your bathroom.

SIDLER DIAMANDO LED MIRRORED CABINET STORAGE

There are many various lighting options you can install in your bathroom from
ceiling pot lights to recessed lights or hanging lights.
However for your bathroom, a mirrored cabinet is one key design option to
install for its threefold functionality of providing versatile and task lighting, and
also for its hidden storage capacity in a high-quality, crisp and distortion free
mirror. So, you have efficient lighting, storage and a mirror in one design option.

Mirrored cabinets with an LED light can be adjusted so, it’s brighter in the
morning, which helps kick start your day by perking you up. Or for grooming
such as make-up application, the light can be adjusted for a bright and crisp
illumination And in the evening, the light of a mirrored cabinet can be turned
down for softer lighting with its dimmable feature as you wind down for
bedtime. So, a lit mirrored cabinet offers the versatility of ambient lighting and
also, the practicality of task lighting.

SIDLER QUADRO MIRRORED CABINET-DIMMABLE NIGHT LIGHT
FUNCTION

As for the right lit mirrored cabinet to consider, a Swiss-made, high quality
brand offering technically advanced lighting is a functional go-to lighting option
for your bathroom.
Here is an informative HGTV article about designing a bathroom with optimum
lighting.

CONCLUSION
The right lighting that offers versatility to meet your functional needs while, still
creating specific ambient nuances of illumination for your everyday living
activities is such a key component of consideration in home design.
HGTV discusses putting together a home lighting plan in the design of your
home in this great article.
The simplicity and importance of lighting in interior design is discussed in this
NY Times article.

What else is happening in the SIDLER world?

SIDLER MIRRORED CABINETS AROUND THE WORLD

HERE IS A SIDLER FACTOID!
What makes the "light" in a SIDLER lit mirrored cabinet stand
out?
Given the main topic of this newsletter is about lighting in home and bathroom
design, we thought we would share some interesting facts about the technical
components of our cabinet lighting.

LIGHT INTENSITY AND EFFICIENCY
• Lumen per Watt (efficiency)
• Dimmable

SIDLER DIMMER FUNCTION

Aside from the SIDLER Quadro, our LED lit collections all have an efficiency of
approximately 1000 Lumen/Foot (140 Lumens/Watt). Also, our LED lights are
dimmable via 0-10V external dimmer switch.

NIGHT LIGHT FUNCTION

SIDLER QUADRO MIRRORED CABINET WITH
NIGHTLIGHT

This is a great feature of SIDLER’s Quadro collection where you can turn off the
main light and keep the night light on, which is also dimmable. Our night light is
operated via an internal switch. The Quadro has a seamless, thin light profile
with integrated night light function.

PROPRIETARY CRI≥ 90 (Color Rendering Index)
What is CRI and why is it important?
The CRI is an important value to measure the quality of light. SIDLER
manufactures our own LED’s according to our own specifications. So in other
words, they are our own proprietary CRI≥ 90. Sunlight is CRI 100 and the
market standard is a CRI 80.

LOW CRI≥ 80

The reason SIDLER manufactures our own LED’s is to create lighting that
represents real-life, clear and crisp colour. For example in a side by side
comparison of an LED with CRI 80 versus an LED with CRI 90, you will appear
more vivid, clear and your skin tone looks healthier with a CRI 90 LED. The
reason for this a CRI 90 LED’s colour rendering has a more ‘true to life’
accuracy and natural detail.

HIGH CRI ≥ 90

SIDLER lit mirrored cabinets have a natural colour rendering index CRI ≥ 90,
which means the lighting is a daylight-fast quality ( CRI = 100 ) illumination. A
high CRI is prudent wherever colour precision is required for bathroom
grooming activities such as applying make-up. It indicates how natural colour
appears under a light source. SIDLER’s cabinet lighting comes very close to
real daylight illumination.

LED ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING
• LED’s manufactured according to our specifications
• In-house Light Engineers
• Heat distribution and its longevity

SEAMLESS INTEGRATED LED LIGHTING IN A SIDLER MIRRORED
CABINET

The LED’s used in SIDLER Mirrored Cabinets are specked and manufactured
according to SIDLER’s requirement. Our Light Engineers at our manufacturing
plant in Switzerland define the light quality, efficiency, temperature and
architecture required.
We only manufacture LED’s on rigid boards and on solid metal to guarantee the
best heat distribution. The wrong heat distribution causes LED’s to discolour or
even burn out. Therefore, our stringent manufacturing of a SIDLER LED also
increases light efficiency and its longevity.

WIN A $50 VISA GIFT CARD!
ENTER A PRIZE DRAW!
HOW? PLEASE SEE THE DETAILS BELOW!
==========

PLEASE POST A REVIEW ABOUT SIDLER ON HOUZZ!
Please visit our HOUZZ page and post a review. The more reviews, the more
everyone can find out about SIDLER!
https://www.houzz.com/pro/mirrorcabinets/sidler

ONCE YOU POST A REVIEW YOUR NAME WILL BE ENTERED
INTO A PRIZE DRAW TO WIN A $50 VISA GIFT CARD!!
THE DRAW ENDS ON MARCH 31, 2021.**
*Only ONE winner will be eligible for this prize.

MORE SIDLER NEWS!
Check out the bathroom remodel from Jamie Banfield Design's
2020 holiday giveaway contest winner!
Contest winner RYAN CHONG has given his bathroom a design lift with a
SIDLER Mirrored Cabinet!!

BEFORE AND AFTER PHOTOS OF RYAN CHONG'S BATHROOM
REMODEL FEATURING SIDLER'S LIT DIAMANDO

Ryan has remodeled his bathroom by replacing a standard mirror and overhead
studio lighting with the installation of the SIDLER Diamando Lit Mirrored
Cabinet.
As you can see in the before and after photographs, Ryan's compact bathroom
now has more storage plus, the source of the bathroom lighting is provided
solely from the lit Diamando with no need for additional bathroom lighting. Ryan
can also enjoy his new mirror with its distortion free and clear reflective quality.
We will continue to follow Ryan through his bathroom renovation journey to see
the other beautiful design changes he has in store.
SIDLER International Ltd. is one of the vendors who has made a contribution in
donating one of our mirrored cabinets towards Jamie Banfiield Design’s, 2020
“JBD 15 DAYS OF GIVEAWAYS” as seen on their Instagram page!
Thank you again to Jamie and his design team for inviting us to be a part of this
wonderful ‘gift of giving’ to others!

News KBB talks about "THE PHILADELPHIA
BATHROOM DESIGN PROJECT"! #project
#collaboration #phillybathroomproject

NEWS KBB ARTICLE, JANUARY 31, 2020 - INDUSTRY BRANDS
COLLABORATE FOR A COLLEAGUE

SIDLER IS A COMPANY WHO CARES ABOUT PEOPLE AND THE
COMMUNITY! #care #support #love #community

News KBB, the offical online magazine publication of NKBA
publishes our story!
John Weinstein's new bathroom and our collaboration story is feabured in the
January 31, 2021 publication of News KBB!
Please check out the article, "Industry Brands Collaborate for a Colleague".

JOHN WEINSTEIN'S COMPLETED BATHROOM

REMODEL FEATURING, SIDLER'S QUADRO
MIRRORED CABINET - Photo Credits to Linda McManus

SIDLER International is proud to be a part of this bathroom remodel project with
Franz Viegener.
Thank you John Weinstein of Franz Viegener for bringing us all together in this
bathroom remodel design collaboration!

THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR FELLOW COLLABORATORS ON
THIS DESIGN PROJECT'! #phillybathroomproject
Warm Up Inc.
Laufen Bathrooms
Easy Drain Inc.
Viega LLC
Beletz Bros
Walker Zanger
Emtek Products
Samuel Gordon Architects
Interior Designer Studio Jhoiey Inc.
Please follow us on this exciting journey of "The Philidelphia Bathroom Project"
on SIDLER'S SOCIAL MEDIA pages! #phillybathroomproject
#sidlerinternational
STAY TUNED FOR THE FINAL BLOG AND VIDEO OF THIS EXCITING
DESIGN PROJECT! #staytuned #bigreveal

SIDLER'S COMEDY CABINET
This is a feature of our newsletter where we will share a joke or pun or an
image gif with you! We invite everyone to share your jokes/puns and images
with us!

PLEASE TALK BEHIND OUR BACKS AND GOSSIP
ABOUT SIDLER!

FOLLOW SIDLER AND TALK ABOUT US!

Just a friendly reminder to follow us, comment, share your
experience on any of our social media feeds. Please share with
your business partners, clients, colleagues and friends!
Click on any of the icons below!

VIISIT OUR WEBSITE OR SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER!

Written by, Sally Mark
Marketing and Communications Manager
SIDLER International Ltd.
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